Introduction.
The objects of study in this paper are connected linear algebraic monoids M with zero. This means by definition that the underlying set of M is an irreducible affine variety and that the product map is a morphism (i.e. a polynomial map). We will further assume that the group of units G of M is reductive. This means [1, 3] that the unipotent radical of G is trivial. Then by [6, 10] , M is unit regular, i.e. M = E(M)G where E -E(M) = {e E M\e2 = e}. In this paper we study the conjugacy classes of M. An initial study was made by the author [8] , where the general problem was reduced to nilpotent elements. The approach here is quite different, yielding a more complete answer. To be precise, we show that there exist affine subsets Mi,...,M^ of M, reductive groups G\,... ,Gk with antiautomorphisms *, surjective morphisms $i : Mi -► G¿, i = 1,..., k, such that: (1) Every element of M is conjugate to an element of some M¿, and (2) If a, b E Mi, then a is conjugate to b in M if and only if there exists x E G i such that x9i(a)x* = 8i(b). As an application of this result, we show that M is a union of its inverse submonoids. An inverse semigroup is a semigroup S with the property that for each a E S, there exists a unique ä E S such that aäa -a and äaä = ä. See [2] . Finally in §3, we use our main results to briefly analyze the conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements.
Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper Z+ will denote the set of all positive integers and K an algebraically closed field. Let 67 be a connected linear algebraic group defined over K. The radical R(G) is the maximal closed connected normal solvable subgroup of G and the unipotent radical RU(G) is the group of unipotent elements of R(G). We will assume throughout that G is a reductive group, i.e., RU(G) = 1. Then R(G) Ç C(G), the center of G. Moreover G = R(G)G0 where Go = (G,G) is a semisimple group, i.e. R(Gq) = 1. Also [3, Theorem 27 .5] Go is a product of the simple closed normal subgroups of G. In particular we have the following. Then there exists a parabolic subgroup P~ of G such that T Ç P~ and L = PC\ P~ is a reductive group. P~ is called the opposite parabolic subgroup of P relative to T and L is called a Lew factor of P. If [/ = RU(P), then [1, 3] , P = LU is a semidirect product. This is called the Levi decomposition of P. By Fact 1.1, we have FACT l .2. Let G = G1G2 where Gi,G2 are closed connected normal subgroups of G. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. Then P¿ = P n G¿ is a parabolic subgroup of G¿ (¿ = 1,2) and P = PiP2. If P = LU is a Levi decomposition of P, then Pi = LiUi, L = LiL2, U = UXU2, where L, =inG"f/, =f/n Gt, i = 1,2. The following result follows from [1, Theorem 28.7] . FACT 1.3. Let P, Q be parabolic subgroups of G with Levi decompositions, P = L1U1, Q -L2U2 such that T C Li n L2-Then p n g = (Ui n t/2)(ï/i n ¿2)(Lj n £/2)(Li n l2).
By a (linear) algebraic monoid, we mean a monoid M such that the underlying set is an affine variety and the product map is a morphism. The identity component of M is denoted by M°. We will assume that M is connected (i.e. M = Mc) and that M has a zero. We will further asssume that the group of units G of M is reductive. Then by [6, 10] , M is unit regular, i.e. M = E(M)G. Here E(M) is the idempotent set of M. We fix a maximal torus T of G. If Y Ç E(T), then we let CrG(Y) = {aE G\ae = eae for all e E Y}, ClG(Y) = {a E G\ea = eae for all e € T}.
Then GG(r) = CrG(Y) D CG(r) is a reductive group. If e € E(T), then by [5, 7] , GG(e),CG(e) are opposite parabolic subgroups of G. We let G; = {«e G[ae = e}c, G\ = {a E G\ea = e}c, Ge = {aE G\ae = ea = e}c =GreY\ CG(e), Ge = {a E G\ae = ea -e}.
Since Ge <GG(e), we have by Fact 1.1, CG(e) = GeCG(Ge).
In particular, Ge = Gefe. Now eGG(e) is the group of units of eMe by [4] . In particular, eGG(e) = eGG(e). Hence we have the surjective homomorphism: a -* ea from GG(e) onto the reductive group eGG(e). Thus Ru(CG(e))EGle<CG(e).
Similarly
Ru(CG(e))EGl<CG(e).
Since GG(e) = Ru(CrG(e))CG(e), we get G^ = Ru(CrG(e))Ge.
LEMMA 1.4. Lete,fEE(T). Then
CG(e, /) = (G« n G,)(G/ n CG(Te))(Ge n GG(2»)GG(Te, Tf).
PROOF. Now CG(f) n GG(e) is a parabolic subgroup of CG(e) with Levi factor CG(e,f). Since CG(e) = GeCG(Ge), we have by Fact 1.2, 
Now CG(e) n CG(f) is a parabolic subgroup of CG(e) with Levi decomposition
So by Fact 1.2,
By Lemma 1.4, CG(e, f) = (CG(e) n Gf)(CG(e) n GG(2»).
Since Ge fl CG(f) < GG(e, /) and since the radical of Ge n CG(f) is contained in Te Ç Ge n CG(Tf), we obtain Ge n GG(/) = (Ge n Gf)(Ge n GoiT/)).
Since GrenGrf<GTeD CG(f), the result follows. 
PROOF. Suppose ab E CG(f). Now a = aia2 for some ai E Ru(CG(e)), a2 E Ge.
Then a2b E CG(e). So by Fact 1.3, aua2b E CG(f). Then a2b E GG(e) nGG(/).
So by Fact 1.2, a2b = uv for some u E GeD CG(f), v E CG(Ge) D CG(f). So u-ia2 = t)6-1 eGenCG(Te) =Te ÇTÇCG(f). So bECG(f). Hence a E CrG(f). We let
Our first result is that every element of M is conjugate to an element of some Me<a. In preparation, we prove LEMMA 2.1. LeteEE(T), o = nT EW, kEZ+, x,y ECG(ea'\0 < j < k-1), xEGlgk. Then exyn ~ eyn. Since all maximal tori of G are conjugate, we can assume that T = Ti. There exists 6 = mT e W such that ee -f. Thus eRemCf.
So emV. a. Since eCG(e) is the ¿/-class of e, we see that a E eCG(e)m = eCG(e)9. Suppose inductively that a E eCG(e6 \j -0,...,k)6. By Lemma 2.1, a ~ eyiy2nim ~ ey2nim, y2 E CG iev \j = 0,..., k + lj .
Continuing this process, we see that there exist tr = nT E W and u E GG(e°"J|0 < j < \W\) = CG(e~<\i E (o)) such that a ~ eim. Then clearly eun € Me.cr. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Schein [13] has shown that the full transformation semigroup on any set is a union of its inverse subsemigroups. The corresponding result, for the full matrix semigroup over a field, follows from the Fitting decomposition. (ii) // F is a subsemilattice of E(T) with 1 E F, then
FNG(F) = FCG(F)NW(F). (iii) IfeEE(T), oEW, F= (l,e0\O E (a)), then Me,a E FNG(F).
(iv) M is a union of its unit regular inverse submonoids.
PROOF, (i) That FNG(F) is a submonoid of M is obvious. Let a E FNG(F), a2 = a. So a = fu for some / 6 F, u E NG(F). Then fuf = f. Since M is a matrix semigroup and /, ufu^1 commute, we see that / = u/it-1. Thus a -fu = fuf = / 6 F. So F is the idempotent set of FNG(F). It follows that FNG(F) is the maximal unit regular submonoid of M with idempotent set F. Since F is commutative, it follows [2] that FNG(F) is an inverse semigroup.
(
ii) Let a E NG(F). Clearly T E CG(F). So aTa'1 C CG(aFa~1) = CG(F). So T, aTa-1 are maximal tori of CG(F). Hence b~1aTa~1b = T for some b E CG(F). Hence b~xa E NG(T) n NG(F). So a = b^a) E CG(F)NW(F). (iii), (iv) follow from (ii) and Theorem 2.2. Now fix e E E(T), o = nT EW. Let / = e°, a + 1 the order of o. Let V = CG(ee[9E(a)).
So y is a reductive group, T E V, Va = V, Me,a = eVa. Now Ve = {a E V\ae = ea = e} = TeVe is a closed normal subgroup of V. Let Ge,<7-Since Ve E Yl, £ is well defined. Note further that if Ge,CT is replaced by eV/eYl (which is isomorphic to Ge%a as an abstract group), then f would also be a morphism of varieties. Note that (7)- (9) show (10)- (12) to be valid for k = 1. Now
So by (12) , wk ■ ■ ■ wxaixk E CG(ak+xea~k~x). Repeated use of Lemma 1.8 shows that wi,...,wk,ak,xk E CG(ok+xea~k~x). So by Lemma 1.5, we can factor for i -1,..., k, Wl = qiw't, w\ E CG(Taiea-i[i + 1 < j < k + 1) n G;,eCT-,, qi E Grak+lea-k-i n Ca{Toi"-j\i + l<j<k), a-k = Cfc+iafc+i, ak+i E CG( Talea-i\0 In all cases, * is inner. CONJECTURE 2.11. If the simple components of G are all of type A;, then * is necessarily inner.
By [3, Theorem 27.4] , an antiautomorphism of a semisimple group is the composition of an inner antiautomorphism and an automorphism determined by an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of the group. CONJECTURE 2.12. For all t E R(Ge,a), t* -t~x and hence * is completely determined by its action on the semisimple group G'ea = (Ge¡",Ge,a)-3. Nilpotent elements. We continue from [8] the analysis of conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements of M. It was shown in [8] that the conjugacy classes of minimal nilpotent elements (in the J-class ordering) is always finite. Renner [12] has introduced the finite fundamental inverse monoid Ren(M) = NG(T)/T and used it to generalize the Bruhat decomposition to M. We easily have PROPOSITION 3.1. Let e E E(T), o = nT E W, k E Z+. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ak = 0 for some a E Me%a,
(ii) Mk" = 0,
Since V -CG(e9\6 G (cr)) is a reductive group, we see that any closed normal subgroup of V containing T, must equal V. Thus 
